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Ensemble Pruning using Spectral Coefficients 
 
Terry Windeatt, Cemre Zor 
 
Abstract. Ensemble pruning aims to increase efficiency by 
reducing the number of base classifiers, without sacrificing and 
preferably enhancing performance. In this paper, a novel pruning 
paradigm is proposed. Two class supervised learning problems are 
pruned using a combination of first and second order Walsh 
coefficients. A comparison is made with other ordered aggregation 
pruning methods, using Multilayer Perceptron base classifiers. The 
Walsh pruning method is analysed with the help of a model that 
shows the relationship between second order coefficients and Added 
Classification Error with respect to Bayes Error.  
Keywords: Classification, Pattern Analysis, Ensemble Pruning 
I  INTRODUCTION 
The advantage of an ensemble compared to individual 
classifiers is now well established. However, there are many 
design issues that remain to be addressed, such as ensemble 
pruning (sometimes called selection or thinning [1]) which 
aims to reduce the number of base classifiers without 
sacrificing performance. The advantages may include 
enhanced generalisation performance as well as reduced 
complexity and storage requirements. In general, the selection 
of an optimum subset of classifiers is computationally 
expensive and grows exponentially with the number of 
classifiers. For N classifiers, an exhaustive search would need 
to consider 12 N  sub-ensembles.  
Various pruning techniques based on combinatorial search 
have been attempted. The simplest is a greedy search based on 
ordered aggregation such as Margin Distance Minimisation 
[2] (MDP Section III). Though simple, MDP claims 
comparable performance with more sophisticated strategies. 
Other types of pruning methods  are based on clustering and 
on optimisation frameworks [3], such as quadratic integer 
programming [4]. More recent methods include probabilistic 
pruning using expectation propagation [5], regularisation of 
pruned bagging ensembles [6] and constructive approaches 
[7], that claim no need of pruning. Statistical instance-based 
sampling [8] is aimed at efficiency rather than accuracy, but 
may be combined with other pruning methods [9]. In this 
paper, a novel pruning approach is proposed, which exploits 
.the spectral coefficients of a binary-to-binary mapping, and is 
compared with other ordered aggregation methods. A further 
contribution is the explanation of pruning using the Tumer-
Ghosh model [14]. 
Early work on Walsh functions [10] recognised that Walsh 
coefficients could be useful for Pattern Recognition 
applications, but it was much later that their use in ensemble 
design was first proposed [11]. First order coefficients were 
computed using spectral summation in [12], and used to select 
optimal base classifier complexity. In [13], the link was made 
between Walsh coefficients and the model of Added 
Classification Error, that is error added to Bayes [14].  In [13], 
base classifier complexity was varied and second order  
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coefficients were maximised. In contrast, in this paper it is  
assumed that base classifiers are optimised and on either side 
of the Bayes boundary. Furthermore second order coefficients 
are minimised when applied to ordered aggregation pruning.  
Section II explains the computation of Walsh coefficients 
and shows their relationship with the model of Added 
Classification Error. Ordered aggregation pruning methods, 
including the proposed Walsh pruning, are described in 
Section III, with an experimental comparison in Section IV 
using single hidden-node MLP base classifiers. 
 
II    WALSH COEFFICIENTS & ADDED ERROR 
 
Consider an ensemble framework, in which there are N 
parallel base classifiers, and Xm is the N-dimension vector 
representing the mth training pattern, formed from the 
decisions of the N classifiers. For a two-class supervised 
learning problem of  training patterns,  the target label given 
to each pattern Xm is denoted by )( mm X  where m = 
1 …  , }1,1{ m   and    is the unknown Boolean 
function that maps Xm to m . Thus the binary vector Xm 
represents the mth original training pattern 
),,,( 21 mNmmm XXXX   (1)         
  where }1,1{ miX  is a vertex in the N-
dimensional binary hypercube. The Walsh transform of   is 
derived from the mapping Tn and defined recursively as 
follows   
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The first and second order spectral coefficients is and ijs  
derived from (2) are defined in [10] as 
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In (3) is  represents the correlation between  m  and miX  
and ijs  ),1,( jiNji   in (4) represents correlation 
between m  and mjmi XX  , where  is defined as -1 
iff mjmi XX  . For third order coefficients, correlation is 
between m  and mkmjmi
XXX   and higher order 
follows, but in this paper we restrict ourselves to first and 
second order spectral coefficients. 
Let na be the number of class -1 patterns for which 
classifiers i,j disagree  
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where )(I is defined as 1 if pair i,j disagree, otherwise 0. 
Similarly nb is the number of class -1 patterns with i,j 
agreeing, that is )( mjmi XXI  in (5).  Corresponding 
definitions for nc and nd are number of class 1 patterns  
( 1m  in (5)) with classifiers i,j disagreeing and agreeing, 
respectively. According to [15] 
)()( cbdaij nnnns   (6)         
which does not depend on the unspecified patterns. 
Therefore (6) may be applied to a Boolean function that is   
incompletely specified, which would be the case for the 
realistic machine learning problem, defined in (1).  
To understand the coefficient calculation, the following 
truth table represents an example three variable Boolean 
function taken from [12].  
 
Xm    Xm1    Xm2    Xm3 Ωm 
X1  1  1  1  1 
X2 -1  1  1 -1 
X3  1 -1  1 -1 
X4 -1 -1  1  1 
X5  1  1 -1  1 
X6 -1  1 -1 -1 
X7  1 -1 -1 -1 
X8 -1 -1 -1 -1 
  
The truth table ordering defines the spectral coefficient 
ordering [10], which is computed as follows for T3   
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By comparing the truth table and the transformation matrix 
in (8), it may be seen that first order coefficients, 321 ,, sss in 
(7), represent the first order correlation defined in (3), which 
may be interpreted as the difference between the correct and 
incorrect classifications. Similarly the second order 
coefficients, 132312 ,, sss in (7), represent second order 
correlation defined in (4).  It is easy to verify the result of 
applying (3) and (6) . For example 
1s = 5 – 3 = 2  and 12s  = (4+3) –( 1+0) = 6. 
Let’s assume that the second pattern X2 is unspecified, so  
1s = 4 – 3 = 1  and 12s  = (3+3) – (1+0) = 5. 
Note that in [12] a more complex calculation based on 
spectral summation is proposed for first order coefficients, 
and represents a different way of generalisation for 
unspecified patterns. For those knowledgeable on logic design 
the spectral coefficients are interpreted on a Karnaugh map in 
[15]. 
Fig. 2 shows the two class ( 21, ) model of Added 
Classification Error, restricted to one dimension (x), which 
was proposed in [14]. The model assumptions are that the 
distributions are approximated by base classifier outputs and 
locally monotonic around the Bayes boundary. Furthermore it 
is assumed that estimation errors are i.i.d. The monotonicity 
assumption is fairly robust, as noted in [16], since typically 
boundaries are located in transition regions where the 
posteriors are not in local extrema. In [14], the i.i.d. 
assumption is relaxed, as given in (13). 
The output of the jth classifier representing class 1  is 
given by )()|()|(ˆ 111 xxPxP jj   where PP
ˆ, are 
actual and estimated a posteriori probability distributions as 
shown in Fig. 2, and )(1 x  is the estimation error. Similar 
equation exists for class 2 . Note in Fig. 2 that the estimated 
probabilities for ith classifier )|(ˆ 2 xPi  and )|(
ˆ
1 xPi   are 
omitted for clarity. If b in Fig. 2 is the displacement of the jth 
classifier boundary (xb) from the ideal Bayes boundary ( x
~
), 
assuming b  is  Gaussian with mean β and variance σb,  in [14] 
it is shown that Added Classification Error   
)( 22   bjE . 
 Mutually exclusive areas under the probability distribution 
are labelled 81 AA   in Fig. 2, and the corresponding 
number of patterns for classifiers i,j  is given in Table I. A 
further assumption is that areas ),,,( 7654 AAAA  
contain 
approximately equal number of 1 and 2  patterns, and 
cancel in the following calculation.   By substituting from 
Table I  into (6)   
3182 AAAAsij     (9)        
or we may wish to use 
 
in (9) to reflect the above 
assumption. Rearranging   (9)  
)()()(2 213832 AAAAAAsij   (10)         
Now )( 21 AA   and )( 38 AA   represent the patterns 
above the tails of the distributions and are constant.  If  1p is 
prior probability class 1  and  is estimated Bayes error 
probability, by summing 1  patterns and normalising 
BppBBppAA  111112 )1( where  
)1( 154 pBAA  . Similarly for 2  patterns 
BpAA  138 1 so that from (10) 
132 21)(2 pAAsij   (11)         
From Fig. 2, the Added Classification Error of ith and jth 
classifiers is shown as darkly shaded regions  ),( 32 AA and 
the difference is given by 32 AAEEE jiij  . Now 
from (11) 
)21(5.0 1psEEE ijjiij   (12)         
so that for equal priors  ijij Es 2 . An interpretation of (6) 
and (12) is that a pair of complementary classifiers will have 
small
 ij
E and therefore small ijs as shown in Fig. 2. 
When classifier errors are correlated, the reduction in 
ensemble error depends on the correlation  averaged over all 
classifier pairs [14] 
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where  is the ensemble Added Error and E is the 
average individual Added Error ( 

N
i
iEN
1
1 ). In [13] it is 
shown that this model represents the well-known trade-off 
between accuracy and diversity [12]. 
 
III ENSEMBLE PRUNING 
 
The goal in ordered aggregation pruning is to produce an 
ordered sequence of base classifiers },{ 21 N  . The 
uth classifier u is an index into the original classifier 
ordering
 
}2,1{ N . Define 1uC to be the set containing 
first u-1 classifiers of the ordered sequence, so that the set 
representing the full ensemble is NC .  The uth classifier is 
chosen based on likelihood of optimal improvement of the 
ensemble.  At the uth iteration, uC is created from 1uC  by 
selecting the classifier u from 1\ uN CC , that is from the 
pool of classifiers not contained in 1uC . Methods differ in 
both ordering heuristic and initial ensemble selection. The 
ordering heuristic may use the training or validation set, but in 
line with the findings in [2], and to give a fair comparison, we 
use only the training set. Note that a more extensive study 
would be required to compare pruning methods using a 
validation set. 
The ordered aggregation technique proposed in this paper 
is based on Walsh coefficients, (3) and (6). First order Walsh 
pruning (W1P) puts the classifiers in descending order 
according to the value of first order coefficients, using (3). 
Second order Walsh Pruning (W2P) utilises a threshold NT 
that specifies the number of classifiers chosen from W1P to 
form the initial classifier ensemble for W2P. The motivation 
is to begin with an accurate ensemble using W1P according to 
(3), and then to cluster classifiers around Bayes boundary by 
minimising the Added Classification Error. Fig. 2 shows that a 
pair of classifiers with low second order coefficients are 
complementary with respect to the Bayes boundary. 
Therefore u  is chosen according to the minimum sum as 
follows 
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where 1\  uN CCj  . In (14) the classifier is chosen that 
minimises the mean second order coefficients over existing 
classifiers. Let W1P(p) be W1P ordering for the first p 
classifiers, and W2P(p,u) the W2P ordering with threshold u 
for first p classifiers. The optimal threshold NT is chosen, 
using the training set, based on minimum estimated training 
error rate, as shown in the pseudo-code in Fig, 1. W2P(p,u) 
enables a different threshold NT(p) to be selected, depending 
on p. Since error estimates are noisy, and non-linear versus 
number of classifiers, second degree polynomials are used as 
a fitting function for error rates, although polynomial degree 
was not found to be critical. 
 
Input:  -W1P ordering using (3)in descending order 
        -pruning range parameters     pmin, pmax, pstep 
 
W2P(p,u) ordering for p classifiers and fixed threshold u 
1) cands = W1P(N)   % candidate classifiers in W1P order 
2)W2P(1:u-1,u) = W1P(1:u-1)    % initial ensemble u-1 classifiers 
3) for k=u:p     
        for jj = k:p 
             j = cands(jj) 
             for ii = 1:k-1 
                  i = cands(ii)  
                  S2(ii) = sij                                         % using (6) 
              end 
              S2m(jj) =mean(S2) 
         end 
    opt = index(min(S2m))+k-1  % index of minimum value 
    W2P(k,u)= cands(opt);  
   interchange  cands(opt)<->cands(k)  % update candidate set 
    end 
 
Optimal threshold NT and error rates  
Using  training  set 
for p = pmin;pstep:pmax 
1) for u = pmin:p  compute error W1P(p), W2P(p,u), end 
2) fit  2nd  degree polynomials  to errors W1P* and W2P*   
3)  if min(W2P*) < min(W1P*)      NT(p)=index(min(W2P*)) 
else NT(p)= pmax      end 
end 
Using test set 
for p = pmin:pstep:pmax 
     compute error W2P(p,NT(p)), W1P(p)  end 
 
Fig. 1: Algorithm for threshold NT and test error W1P, W2P  
 
The computation of the Walsh coefficients in (3) and (6).  
has time complexity )( 2 NO  and may be pre-computed 
and stored as a symmetric N x N matrix, with the first order on 
the diagonal and second-order off-diagonal. The time 
complexity of the re-ordering process defined by W2P for 
fixed u in Fig. 1 is )( 2NO , the same as the other ordered 
aggregation pruning methods, as given in  [2].  
MDP (MDSQ in [2]) is based on the idea of a signature 
vector, the mth component 
i
mc   defined to be 1 if the mth 
pattern is correctly classified by the ith classifier, else -1 
1)(2  mm
i
m XIc  (15)         
where 1)( I if target label and classifier agree, 
otherwise 0. From (15), the mth (m = 1… µ) component of the 
average ensemble signature vector c  is defined as 


N
i
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N 1
1
, which is the margin of the mth pattern. A 
reference vector o

is chosen with small positive margins, 
indicating correct classification of training patterns. The 
ordering is based on minimising the euclidean distance d  
between o

and c . Specifically, the classifier selected in the 
uth iteration u  is chosen from remaining classifiers by  

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where 1\  uN CCj  and both o

 and c  are µ–
dimensional. As in [2], o

 
is initially chosen with equal 
components of value 075.0  and varied according to u . 
Reduced Error Pruning (REP) [17] initially selects the 
single classifier that gives lowest classification error. The 
ordering is then based on selecting the classifier u for which 
the ensemble uC  has lowest ensemble error, using the 
training set. Originally [17] REP used a backward selection 
step, but as in [2], it is not used in this study. 
In pruning using Boosting-based ordered bagging (OBP) 
[18] [8], base classifiers are ordered according to their 
performance in boosting. At each iteration, the classifier with 
the lowest weighted training error is selected from the pool of 
classifiers. If all the classifiers have training error more than 
50 percent, weights are reset. OBP was later combined with 
Instance-based Pruning [8] [9] but the results showed 
improvement over OBP in speed rather than accuracy. 
 
IV EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE 
 
Two-class benchmark problems are selected from [19], as 
shown in Table II. Note that dermo2, ecoli2, iris2, vehicl2 are 
multiclass and the class with most patterns is re-labelled 
11   with remaining patterns 12  . As shown in 
Table II, all datasets have 5.01 p so that the constant in 
(12) has the same sign. Random perturbation of MLP base 
classifiers is caused by bootstrapping (sample patterns with 
replacement) [21] as well as different starting weights. The 
experiments are performed with two hundred single hidden-
layer MLP base classifiers using the Levenberg-Marquardt 
training algorithm. The number of training epochs is set to 
two, and the number of hidden nodes varied {2,3,4}. The 
ensemble uses  majority vote and experiments are repeated 
fifty times and averaged. For these experiments N = 200, pmin 
= 60, pmax = 150, pstep = 10, defined in Fig. 1. Neither pmin 
nor pmax is critical, and chosen here to show where pruning 
gives improvement in error rate. Where significance is stated, 
it is based on the McNemar test at ninety-five percent 
confidence [20].  
Bias/Variance will refer to 0/1 loss function using 
Breiman’s decomposition [21], for which Bias plus Variance 
plus Bayes equals the base classifier error rate. Bias is 
intended to capture the systematic difference with Bayes, and 
requires Bayes probability. Patterns are divided into two sets, 
the Bias set containing patterns for which the Bayes 
classification disagrees with the ensemble classifier and the 
Unbias set containing the remainder. Bias is computed using 
the Bias Set and Variance is computed using the Unbias Set, 
but both Bias and Variance are defined as the difference 
between the probabilities that the Bayes and base classifier 
predict the correct class label. The Bayes estimation is 
performed for 90/10 split using original features, and a 
Support Vector Classifier (SVC) with polynomial kernel run 
100 times. The polynomial degree and regularisation constant 
are varied, and lowest test error is given in Table II.  
Fig. 3 (a) shows mean W2P test error rate over all datasets 
for random 50/50 train/test split, with Bayes error subtracted, 
since improvements can then be compared with the error that 
is reducible. For 80 classifiers the error rate is within 1.3-1.7 
percent of Bayes rate. Fig. 3 (b)-(f) show the mean results 
relative to W2P for other pruning methods defined in Section 
III, and clearly indicate the overall trend. MDP outperforms 
other pruning methods except W2P. At 2 nodes and 80 
classifiers, W2P error rate is 0.3 percent lower than MDP, but 
on individual datasets the difference is not statistically 
significant, except for ion. Fig. 3 (f) shows that un-pruned 
(UNP), that is random order, error rate is 5 percent higher than 
W2P at 2 nodes and 80 classifiers. From Fig. 3 (c), as 
classifier becomes more powerful, the improvement of W2P 
over MDP decreases.  
To understand the results W2P, MDP and UNP are 
compared for the ion dataset in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 (a) shows the test 
errors and Fig. 4 (b) shows mean linear correlation coefficient 
over all pairs of classifiers, which may be used as a measure 
of diversity [12]. The Bias and Variance are shown in Figure 
4 (c) (d), and it may be seen that Bias is minimised at 80 
classifiers for W2P, while variance is increasing.   Figure 4 
demonstrates the accuracy/diversity trade-off as in (13), which 
appears to be optimal for 80 classifiers. It is evident that the 
base classifiers chosen by W2P have decreasing correlation 
and therefore increasing diversity, particularly around 80 
classifiers. From Fig. 4 (b) (d) classifiers chosen by W2P are 
more diverse than those chosen by MDP. 
To demonstrate performance as number of training patterns 
is decreased, Fig. 5 (a) shows W2P with respect to Bayes rate 
for 20/80, 30/70 and 40/60 train/test splits at 2 nodes, 2 
epochs.  Fig. 5 (b) shows the corresponding Area under ROC 
for W2P-MDP. All other pruning methods had similar curve 
for AUC, which shows a very small and insignificant 
difference with W2P. For drawbacks of using AUC see [22].  
Table II shows the best test error rates obtained for 
individual datasets using W2P, along with mean values of 
threshold NT for 2 nodes and 80 classifiers. To determine 
performance for fewer classifiers, experiments were repeated 
for N = 100, pmin = 25, pmax = 70, pstep = 5, and the mean 
improvement of W2P over MDP at 2 nodes, 2 epochs was 
0.25 percent at 35 classifiers. 
 
V DISCUSSION 
 
An ensemble requires accurate yet diverse classifiers. The 
idea in this paper is to initially use first order coefficients to 
define an accurate set of base classifiers, and then minimise 
Added Error using an ordering based on second order 
coefficients, which is shown experimentally to increase 
diversity. A limitation of the model in Fig. 2 is the 
monotonicity assumption, but this is not explicitly used in our 
analysis, which allows any shape of Added Error not just 
triangular. However, if monotonicity is violated, it is likely 
that the assumption of equal number of patterns would be 
compromised and we would need to replace = with   in (9) 
to (12). The quality of the approximation, and its effect on the 
proposed pruning method for specific datasets is the subject of 
future research. For the difficulties of extending the model to 
higher dimensions see the discussion in [23]. 
     From the model in Fig 2, selecting classifiers that minimise 
Added Error is equivalent to finding complementary 
classifiers with respect to the Bayes boundary. Pruning based 
on second order Walsh coefficients (W2P) is an effective 
method, although experiments are limited in terms of 
parameter tuning, number and size of datasets,  Further work 
is aimed at solving multi-class problems using the two-class 
decompositions implied by Error-Correcting Output Coding. 
Measures based on second order Walsh coefficients should 
also be suitable for incorporation into more sophisticated 
search strategies such as the optimisation framework in [4]. 
Furthermore, the method is suitable for any base classifier that 
makes a binary decision. MLP was chosen as base classifier in 
this paper to extend the previous work in [13].
  
 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DATA #pat  p1 #feat %Bay %W2P NT 
cancer 699 .35 9 3.1 3.2 65 
card 690 .45 15 12.8 13.9 76 
credita 690 .45 14 14.1 14.2 76 
diabetes 768 .35 8 22.0 23.2 68 
heart 920 .45 35 16.1 17.6 72 
ion 351 .36 34 6.8 9.3 61 
sonar 208 .47 60 17.5 21.6 73 
vote 435 .39 16 2.8 4.3 74 
dermo2 366 .31 33 0 0 60 
ecoli2 336 .43 7 2.1 3.7 69 
iris2 150 .33 4 0 0 60 
Vehicl2 846 .26 18 5.0 6.5 63 
 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 
ω1=-1 nb na  nb na na nb  
ω2=1   nc nd nc nc nd nd 
class 1    class 2  
Figure 3: Mean test error rates over all datasets for 50/50 train/test split at 2  training epochs and {2,3,4}  
nodes (a) W2P with Bayes estimate subtracted (b)  - (f) Pruning methods minus W2P 
 
Figure 2: Model showing optimum (Bayes) boundary, ith and jth classifier boundaries, estimated boundaries 
for jth classifier  jPˆ and Added Classification Errors: darkly shaded region area 32 , AEAE ji    
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Table II: Datasets showing # patterns, prior probability ω1, 
#features , estimated Bayes  error, W2P error and threshold 
 Table I:  Areas under Distribution defined in 
Fig. 2, showing number of class ω1, ω2 patterns 
defined in (5) 
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Figure 5: Mean over all datasets for [20/80,30/70,40/60] train/test split at 2 epochs,  2 nodes  (a) test error 
rates W2P with Bayes estimate subtracted (b) Area under ROC for W2P minus MDP  
 
Figure 4:  W2P, MDP, UNP for ion dataset at 2 epochs, 2  nodes (a) Mean test errors (b) linear correlation 
coefficient over all pairs classifiers   (c) Bias and (d)  Variance  
 
